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Perks of Having Posters
For anyone that hasn’t heard of Headucate, we started in
2012 initially as a bunch of medical students around a
barbeque, thinking wouldn’t it be nice if school children
knew something about mental health. Simple things like
how to keep your mental health in tip top condition,
common things that can go awry and if that should that
happen then all is not lost - there are many places and
people that can help.
It turned out that other people thought this was a good
idea and we quickly opened up as a society for the
whole university and had a workshop approved by a
team of health-care professionals and were going into
local schools.
I had just left a job in research and so was firmly in the
habit of hearing a good idea and asking for proof;
evidence-based practice if you will. So I quickly got
carried away and designed a full on cluster-randomised
control trial, with multiple schools, follow up points and a
colossal sample size. A little while later, we started a
small, slightly more manageable service evaluation.
Even though we lacked the resources to do the perfect
study, the fact that we were trying has given us a
platform to engage with professionals on a local, national
and international level. We have had many posters at
conferences and this Easter, it was my turn to represent
Headucate at the European Psychiatric Association
Conference in Vienna with our results.
Wow. I thought this would be a nice little trip to Vienna,
some time learning a bit more about psychiatry (a week
late as I’d just had my Module 11 OSCE but might be
useful for ANP) and I might get some strudel. I was
wrong.
It was a fantastic four days. After battling the lack of tube
maps, spurious signposting and finding out that trams
exist, I made it to the welcome talk. This was an
impressive introduction to Viennese culture with

performances from world famous cellists, but
surprisingly little mention of Freud (talking to 5000
psychiatrists about Freud seems to be a bit like talking
about politics at the dinner table). Afterwards, we were
all bussed to the magnificent town hall for a buﬀet,
drinks and general schmoozing. This is surprisingly easy
when everybody is a psychiatrist. I very quickly met
some very nice people who I spent the rest of the
conference bumping into and chatting with. I hope to
keep in contact with many of them.
Sessions started each morning at 8am and went on until
6.30pm, covering everything from very academic stuﬀ,…
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…in labs, to clinical impact, ethical issues and a session
I found particularly interesting about involving service
users as trainers and advocators. There are some
amazing, fully self-suﬃcient enterprises being set up by
communities supporting and run by service users.
There was a strong theme of ‘excellence’ in psychiatry
and rousing speeches about how to encourage more
people to go into psychiatry as a speciality. And it kind
of worked. Psychiatry seems great. A hugely varied
‘speciality’ that they argued demanded a ‘generalist’,
with people who are as diverse as the areas are. Lovely,
supportive child and adolescent mental health workers
to no-nonsense forensic psychiatrists and everybody in
between who were just really interested in what each
other were doing.

So for anyone who wants to find out a bit more about a
speciality whatever their medical interests are, boost
their CV or just have a fab weekend away, put a poster
together and start booking your tickets. It is a fantastic
experience and the medical school are able to help fund
many of these trips.
Headucate looks forward to continuing it’s work in
schools and promoting positive mental health and I shall
be applying to MasterMind with the Viennese public
transport system as my area of special interest.
Ps. It’s also really entertaining when you tell your new
friend, a Cambridge phd student, that you stood them up
because you were hob-nobbing with Psychiatry’s most
influential leaders, and then they have to pick their jaw
up oﬀ the floor.

Claire Robertson

If you have an interest in mental health or
psychiatry and you'd like to get more involved
with Headucate, why not apply for a
committee position? It's a great chance to
meet new people, gain experience, learn
many transferable skills and have fun! For
more information check out our Facebook
group or website: www.headucate.org.uk - to
apply for a position email your manifesto to
enquiries@headucate.org.uk
It was an infectious atmosphere of collaboration,
exploration, learning and all of those wholesome things
that remind you you’ve got a good thing going and keep
you focussed on your goals.
Then, when everything was going well, I got an invite for
the President’s dinner. Wow. Dr. Julian Beezhold has
been a strong supporter of Headucate from the
beginning and has encouraged us to attend conferences.
He’s quite a big deal in the EPA, he’s the Secretary
General. So I had a fabulous night drinking champagne
and eating incredible food in a private art gallery/palace
with the who’s who of psychiatry.
Dr Beezhold introduced me to Presidents of every
leading psychiatric association (European, World, WHO,
UN etc and Normal Sartorius who wrote the ICD-10) and
I told them all about Headucate and how marvellous
Norwich is and that they were all welcome to visit, and…
I got some invitations of my own. So fingers crossed,
there are many more exciting times ahead for the society.

DATE FOR YOUR DIARIES:

PRE-ELECTIVE TEACHING EVENT
SATURDAY 16TH MAY .... JSC 0.01
FREE TO ATTEND.
FREE EDUCATION FOR YOUR ELECTIVE.
FREE PIZZA.
FREE SURGICAL SKILLS
MUCH FUN.
m.gerlach@uea.ac.uk
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readers a cryptic crossword to
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probably even more difficult than
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can’t get your head around.
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though; its unique UEA MED
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stumped.
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Across

In unprecedented developments,
and in addition to the cutting
edge reporting and journalism
featured within its sporadic
publications, The Murmur has
decided to shock the system by
bringing its readers a new
challenge.
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The Big P
I have mixed feelings about the private sector
delivering services for NHS patients.
If a company can provide better care for patients at
the same price as the NHS then potentially
everybody wins. Still, I am concerned that the
process of the NHS, charities and private companies
all bidding for contracts could be very expensive,
time consuming and bureaucratic, negating any
potential benefit.
My feelings about the ‘privatisation’ debate that we
have between politicians, especially as the election
approaches, is not mixed; I am quite clear that it is
nonsense. The word ‘privatisation’ could suggest
that treatment would no longer be free at the point of
delivery, defying the NHS’s founding principles. In
reality, the changes brought in by the 2012 Health
and Social Care Act have nothing to do with how the
NHS is paid for, but rather, who delivers it.
It’s difficult to get figures for how much of the NHS
budget goes to private providers currently but the
BBC estimated that in 2013/14 it was about 6%.
However, the NHS is no stranger to the private
sector in numerous other ways. Beds, MRI
scanners, drugs etc are made by private companies
and sold to the NHS. Most GPs are not public
employees, they are private contractors with
partners making a profit if their NHS payments
exceed running costs. There’s also widespread use
of private cleaning and catering companies within
NHS hospitals. The private sector and the NHS are
highly intertwined and any party that wanted to
remove all private sector involvement would have to
instigate the biggest reorganisation the NHS had
ever seen.
Perhaps this all sounds like I’m secretly Theresa
May and Boris Johnson’s illicit love child? Well,
sadly for me the party I voted for in the last two
general elections is one of the worst offenders at
crying ‘privatisation’. I can sympathise on some
level because politics is no doubt a dirty world and I
imagine it’s an effective message that resonates with
the public. However, I feel very uncomfortable with
politicians exploiting people’s deepest fears about
being denied treatment for not having enough
money. It also takes attention away from the real
problems facing the NHS both right now and in the
long term, but perhaps that’s exactly what politicians
want!
Nick Smith

Vote For Me!
Vote for me!
I may have no good policy
To cover you and your family
But at least my hypocrisy
Is consistent in its depravity.
Beware voting in the other party
For they had the opportunity
To turn power into productivity
And return our great country
To its former heights of glory,
Cleansing our lands of mediocrity
And bringing back positivity.
Instead they had the temerity
And even the audacity
To commit day-light robbery
With complete snobbery.
They're not in touch with reality
But behold the irony
That each of us preach parity
While praying for insanity.
We call for true equality,
Even distribution of austerity,
Except for the aristocracy,
Remember what I said about hypocrisy?
See, if you have a disability,
Or are victim to poverty,
We'll subvert democracy,
To cut your life's quality
Through cuts and open bigotry.
We're regressive in tax and morality
And loathe the plebs, the laity.
So accept the new plutocracy
And seldom-mentioned chromatocracy,
Better than our old autocracy.
So please don't choose anarchy
Or assertion of autonomy.
As you vote optimistically,
Please remember dismally,
That box ticks are futility,
For no one holds authority
Better than yours truly, me!
Rahul Mehta
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15% discount
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An exclusive screening of the
film followed by Skype Q&A
with the film’s featured brain
surgeon Dr. Henry Marsh,
hosted by UEA’s Norwich
Medical School (MED)
Date: Weds 13th May 2015
Venue: Thomas Paine lecture
theatre and foyer for pre-screening
drink, (UEA).
Time: Film starts at 6pm, followed
by Skype Q&A at 7.30pm approx.
Cost: We are charging a nominal
entrance fee of £2 pp, including a
drink, all funds towards the
Ukrainian clinic project.
Contact details: Katie Pak
k.pak@uea.ac.uk

‘’’Shot in a Ukrainian hospital full of desperate patients
and makeshift equipment, ‘’The English Surgeon’’, is an
intimate portrait of brain surgeon Henry Marsh as he
wrestles with the dilemmas of the doctor patient
relationship.’’

Dean’s Lecture Series
Norwich Medical School
Tuesday May 5th 6.30pm
Julian Study Centre Lecture Theatre
“Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation: Past Present and
Future”
Dr Andrew Deaner

Andrew Deaner has been a Consultant Cardiologist at the London Chest
and King George's Hospital since 1996. His main interests are Coronary
Intervention, Echocardiography and Heart Disease in Pregnancy. He
has recently been appointed as a Trust Liaison Dean for Health
Education Northern East and Central London. He has just completed a 2
year period as President of the Cardiology Section of the Royal Society
of Medicine.
Dr Deaner is best known for assisting in the resuscitation of footballer,
Fabrice Muamba in March 2012.
Refreshments available. Nominated by the UEA Cardiology Society.

Book Review
I think that before you start reading this, it is worth noting
that historically I am not a fan of mind maps, brainstorms,
thought clouds or whatever novel name we are supposed
to call the act of writing notes in a non-linear fashion. In
the past where I have used them in PBL or during revision,
I have found them to be distracting, poorly structured and
lacking detail. A reposte to this assertion would sensibly
focus on diﬀerent preferences and diﬀerent styles of
learning; visuo-spatial and all that.
But on reflection I think my prejudice stems from the fact
that I have just been doing them wrong all along.
I was once told never to travel anywhere without a book
because you don’t know where you might get struck and
bored. This is a mantra to which I stick ferociously, given
the propensity of buses and trains to become delayed and
expected people to be late. Usually I would keep an
Oxford handbook for this purpose, so this book has a lot
to compare itself against.
I’ve been carrying it unobtrusively in my bag for about two
weeks now; it is small enough for this purpose, which is a
positive when on secondary care attachments. I have
principally used it as a means of distraction during the
breaks between seeing patients, or on the extended lunch
breaks that are very common on my psychiatry placement.
By opening a book instead of Facebook or Twitter on my
phone I can convince myself that I am being productive.
In the foreword, it is made very clear that the book does
not and should not serve as a principal source for
information. This is a wise warning because its remarkable
breadth of content relies heavily on assumed knowledge.
But this is not to the books detriment; often those titled
‘revision’ guides instil many a reader with fear, citing the
minutiae only a specialist would ever be expected to
remember in clinical practice, let alone undergraduate
exams.
Mind Maps for Medical Students is a small, concise and
innovative way of reviewing central topics to clinical
medicine. Emphasis on the clinical. Despite some
welcome snippets of patho/physiology, my main criticism
would be that it is a little light here; for example in the
otherwise comprehensive section on Parkinson’s disease,
there is little relation between pathophysiology and the
clinical findings. However to lambast a small text clearly
aimed at revision for a lack of depth having previously
berated other books for the contrary would be somewhat
hypocritical; I like this book. I like that it is short, and
simplified.
It is suited to a student of an integrated systems based
medicine course, and specifically for the UEA cohorts,
would serve as good tool for logbook conditions.

There is a clear emphasis on clinical features and core
investigative findings, which are laid out in a familiar way, a
format which much to my surprise was both useful and
relevant. It is clear that the content has been meticulously
pruned so as not to overwhelm readers, and I think that
this accessibility is its greatest strength.
Upon opening the book at a random page, a reader can
return to a subject having not countenanced it for a whole
year and find themselves finishing it pleasantly surprised
at how much of it ‘rang a bell’.
To test this I flicked to the double page spread titled
‘Nephritic vs Nephrotic Syndrome’. This is a notorious
topic and one which is almost certain to appear in every
exam in one way or another. What I found was a very
simple run through of the core features and findings of
these conditions. Perfect for the basis of any style or
manner of revision.
This format allows the reader to gloss over the areas
where they feel confident, and to quickly identify areas or
subjects where further reading is warranted. My intention
is to continue using the mind maps not as a direct tool for
reading, but as a basis for my revision notes as exam
season approaches.
This book is remarkable in two ways. Firstly, it has
revolutionised my opinion of the merit of mind maps,
forcing me to do something that I hate doing; admitting I
was wrong. Secondly, and not to be underestimated in its
remarkableness, is that it is written by a current fourth year
medical student from the Hull York Medical School. For
these two impressive feats alone, Olivia Smith we salute
you and your book.
To the would-be purchasers of this book; I recommend
that you do so, but in knowledge of what you are getting –
a very simple introduction to, or reminder of the absolute
key areas in clinical medicine. It’s reviewed content in a
punchy format suits those amongst us who may be short
on time and/or attention span. So if that sounds like you
(and I believe it constitutes just about every medical
student) then give this book a go. Ryan Love

Philosophy - Truth or BS?
I took the scenic route to medicine, via a Philosophy and English degree, a Philosophy research masters and working in
publishing. Often in the last few years I have thought, why on earth did I do all this philosophy? And, think of the money
that has been spent! When clinicians ask me what I did before medicine however, I’m normally met with an ‘oh that’s
interesting’ rather than incredulous stares. This has led me to re-evaluate my seeing my previous work as at worst a
waste of time and at best a light, interesting and fun time of my past.
The philosophy we are taught about on this course is ethics, but the truth is, ethics wasn’t high up on my interests list.
The philosophy of Mind and free will was where it was at for me. What is it to have a mind? What is a mental state(eg
thought or feeling)? What is consciousness? Can we be said to have free will?
Here are some ideas about how mind (the place of mental events like thoughts and feelings) is related to brain (your
white matter and grey matter and neurotransmitters):
1. Mind IS brain. The two are one and the same
2. Mind is something realised by certain physical states of the brain
3. Mind is a different substance to brain
To illustrate lets take an example of what we think is going on when we do a certain behaviour.The story we probably all
tell ourselves is something like the following. See a cat desire to stroke the catmotor cortex initiates movement stroke cat
pleasure and joy.

But how does this idea fit in with modern science and philosophy?
Option 3 written above is known as substance dualism and is historically a leading view, argued for
probably most famously by Descartes.
It is probably also the theory that sits most nicely in religions where you have a ‘soul’ of some descriptionsomething entirely different to the brain. This isn’t generally an accepted view in philosophy now, and it is
rare to find a pure substance dualist.
The main reason for this is developments in science and metaphysics. Laws of physics presuppose
causal closure: All physical events can be fully explained by physical causes governed by the
fundamental laws of physics. Seeing as behaviours are physical events, there must be a sequence of
physical events (neurone firings for example) that have led to that behaviour. So in the picture above my
stroking the cat is caused by a sequence of physical processes in my brain. But if my brain is not my
mind, then where does my mind come into this? Surely it isn’t the case that there are two causes of my
stroking the cat? (overdetermination)

And surely it would be against the laws of physics for the chain of physical events to just stop and another
substance just pops in?

Neither of these options are very feasible. And indeed now we know that human thoughts and feelings
have neural correlates, it is more appealing to say that mind either is, or is somehow made of brain, rather
than separate altogether. So maybe the picture is more like this:

As fundamentally scientists many of us are probably drawn to this view. Our feelings are simply brain
states and that’s how they control behaviour. Objections against this view however are that a mental state
seems fundamentally different to a brain state- it has a qualitative feel (qualia). For example, there is
something it is like to taste ice-cream, in the way there isn’t something its like to grow a hair or shed skin
for example. And it is difficult to capture this just talking about physical things, so the argument goes. You
also aren’t going to like this view if you believe in an afterlife- when your brain ends, so do you.
So the final view is something which considers mental states as being realised by physical states in some
way. They are different from, but perhaps dependent on, physical states:

But the trouble is we intuitively want to say that our thoughts and feelings have causal power. In this
picture they are kind of just an afterthought. We want to say that my desire to stroke a cat causes me to
stroke the cat, not just a load of neurone firings. What’s happening here is it kind of feels like seeing a cat
and associated thoughts and feelings are what’s caused my behaviour, but actually it is a lot of
unconscious brain processes at work that has caused my behaviour.
So there you go, a basic problem in the philosophy of mind! You can see how this problem interacts with
free will i.e. in the last picture if our feelings and thoughts aren’t really doing anything, then do we have
free will? Or generally if everything is predetermined, including mental states then can we be said to have
moral responsibility?
While I can’t claim that philosophy has particularly helped me in studying medicine, what I can say is that
it has allowed me to have a framework for thinking about the big questions in life, and about what causes
people to act in the ways they do. And, not to forget, I can also recommend it as an alright place to find a
fiancé!
Suzy Parker

